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It is a great privilege for me to be here this evening and to
rticipate in this Convocation . Since its foundation in 1868, Wayne State
iversity has'compiled a distinguished record of service to the cause of
gher education in the United States and it is for me a particular honou r
be awarded a degree from this great university .

All over the United States and Canada, this is the season when
ople of my generation are telling graduating classes, with a good deal of
lemnity, that they are going out into a difficult and dangerous world .

I wish I could tell you i t wasn't true . I wish I could tell you,
my generation of graduating students were told by some of my fellow
nadians, that in North America we live in a fireproof house isolated by
r geography and our history from the need to worry about other peoples'
rs . Yet by the time you reach graduation in this year of grace 1964, you
ve all heard,so many times that you may begin to believe it, that there i s
place on this planet, and certainly not on this continent, that would be
une from nuclear war .

You have probably also heard too many speakers warn you of the
nger that man's new knowledge has unleashed forces he has neither the
rength of character nor the consciousness to control . These forces, in
her words, may not only run away with man but destroy him . Perhaps some
you are getting just a little allergic to the repetition of this alarmist
vice for the perfectly healthy reason that you do not see what you can
ally do about it anyway .

At the same time you are already fully aware that your generation
e being given the keys not only to a nuclear hell but to a material heaven
so, inaccessible to any previous generation on this earth . With the
credible releases of energy, electrical as well as nuclear, made available
man for the first time in this century, it is already possible that by the
d of the century (that is within the life time of most of you), freedom from


